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Site Purpose

A feature website for futurist writers 
wishing to take readers from the current 

state of the world and into projected 
potential futures through the media of 

fiction.
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The Rational:

There is a large library of 
nonfiction that requires a bridge 

into potential futures, not 
something easily achievable 

through nonfiction.



Introducing

The
Near

Future
Genre

The Opportunity

Engaging the reader’s mind, 
emotions, and intellect with 
optional futures based on 

humanity’s current knowledge 
base.



The Bridge Between Nonfiction 
and Near Future Predictions.

Fiction – the ideal tool 
for the futurist

The Earth is in a State of Flux

A large volume of nonfiction has been 
written yet human behavior has not 
changed.  Why?  Perhaps the media is 
not engaging. 

Plots might include: 
• BioTech
• InfoTech
• Political Models
• Economic Models
• Societal Models
• Ecological Themes
• Celestial Themes



The Genre’s Structural Model 

The Near Future Genre opens an 
opportunity for authors, agents, and 
publishers to satisfy a largely 
unexploited market need – a bridge 
between nonfiction and fiction. The 
ability to publish fiction based on current 
science, ecological conditions, and 
economic / political systems provides 
readers the opportunity to experience 
possible futures. 



The Genre’s Structural Model 
Economic Models: Business Restructuring, 
Capitalistic Rebuild, etc.

InfoTech: Artificial Intelligence, Mind Control, etc.

BioTech: Bio-Weapons, Bio-Engineering, Human 
Enhancement, etc.

Societal Models: Social Structures, Species 
Integration, etc.

Political Models: Alternative Regimes, Bureaucratic 
Systems, etc.

Celestial Themes: Colonize Planets, Extra Terrestrial 
Integration, etc.

Ecological Themes: Ecological Restoration, GHG 
Reduction, etc.



The Genre’s Structural Model 
For example, consider the biotech lateral. 
There is significant anxiety in the world 
regarding pandemics, human engineering, 
and a whole host of related potential 
events. The author may pick any of the 
biotech potentiality and create fiction 
ranging from a world pandemic to a story 
of two humans caught up in this disaster, 
everything from action and conflict to 
human relationships. All story lines are 
based on current science and the 
projection of plausible futures. The options 
are essentially unlimited. 



The Near Future Rules
The following are suggested as writing rules. Authors are expected 
to comply with these rules to qualify under the Near Future Genre. 

• All events and actions are supported by current science or a reasonable 
extension of current science. For example, travel faster than the speed is 
light is disallowed by current science and not permitted under the genre. 

• The genre has seven lateral foundations: societal, economic, political, and 
celestial models, and biotech and infotech. 

• All projections of new models have their origins in current models. 

• Events and actions are plausible. Space travel takes time requiring the 
author to devise a reasonable process for humans to survive trips spanning 
lifetimes. 



The Near Future Rules
• Character and emotional development is central to the book. Seeking 

happiness is fundamental. 

• Emphasis is on dialogue versus narrative. The reader identifies with the 
characters through dialogue and actions. 

• No explicit sex. Sexual relationship are important but without explicit 
details. 

• The objectification of women is not permitted. Emphasis is on the equality 
of all life forms. 

• Limited gratuitous violence. Unwarranted and unnecessary violence are 
generally unacceptable. 



The Near Future Rules
• Limited action, replaced with tension and drama. Continuous action scenes 

leads to meaningless action. 

• A beneficial force is allowed and encouraged. The radical changes 
required for a positive future require an outside force – humans will never 
voluntarily undertake the required actions, a commonly accepted fact. 

• Relationship building is encouraged. This might be relationships between 
humans, humans and nonhumans, or humans and aliens while maintaining 
plausibility. 

• Writing style is classical. The overuse of metaphors, similes, and flowery 
descriptions are not encouraged. The writing is engaging and thought 
provoking, not poetry. 



Marketing Opportunity

The Near Future Genre is focused on a 
large segment of the world’s population 
searching for potential positive future 
outcomes from any of the genre laterals. 
An author writing under the genre, or an 
agent focused on the genre, might access 
a large and growing reader base.

The primary advantage for the author 
might include an enhanced ability to 
attract the attention and support of an 
agent, and/or publisher.  



Feature / Benefits for 
Book Agents

Agents spend inordinate effort and time reading query letters, manuscripts, and 
bios only to shake their heads in frustration. Often, the writing ranges from 
acceptable to good with the story line from unacceptable to fair. The vast range of 
story lines under the Near Future Genre addresses this issue.

• Providing known quality writers with outline 
storylines, 

• Opens an opportunity for nonfiction authors to 
provide alternative futures through fiction,

• Maintaining quality control through a set of 
writing rules (works well for Harlequin novels),

• Represents a powerful marketing tool when 
approaching and contracting with publishers, 

• Improves working relationships with publishers,

• Improves ability to become involved with 
publishers' marketing program, 

• Unique access to a large and evolving reader 
base,

• Opportunity to become an e-book provider, 
• Go-to agent for a unique genre,
• Improved contractual terms and conditions with 

authors and publishers, and 
• High sales potential leading to improved 

profitability. 



Feature / Benefits for 
Publishers

Business development is more difficult with the advent of on-demand publishing 
and e-readers impacting the publishing sector. The proposed genre might 
provide the following:

• Establish early market share through the 
establishment of a new high demand 
genre, 

• Ability to develop focused marketing for a 
large market, 

• The go-to publisher for a new genre,
• Improved sales volume and gross margin 

per unit,

• Tighter and more mutually beneficial 
working relationship with agents and 
authors, and

• Movie and TV Series opportunities.



• Reader engagement is the objective. 

• Some writers emphasize action to create 
excitement and engagement

• Other writers emphasize the bonding 
between people to create engagement

Reader Engagement



• How often have you gone to a movie 
and thought ‘when will this car race be 
over – can we get on with the story’.

• Or ‘are these people ever going to do 
something instead of talk, talk, talk’. 

• The reader falls out and disengages. 

Common Approach

Boring Boring



• Primarily action based.

• Deviates into the character’s lives and 
interaction.

• A good method for character 
development and reader’s identification 
with the character (i.e. feel emotions)

• The reader remains engaged. 

• Examples are SWAT, and Seal

Engaging Action



• Primarily character interaction based.

• Deviates into action scenes that may or 
may not involve the characters.

• A good method to facilitate engagement 
and suspense while retaining the 
fundamental interpersonal character 
development.

• The reader remains engaged. 

• Examples are This is Us and Heartland. 
Blue Bloods is good at the interpersonal 
yet remains action based. 

Engaging Interpersonal



• Ability to maintain suspense and drama.

• Supports more engaging dialogue versus 
narrative.

• Facilitates character development while 
retaining engaging action.

• Better basis for theme – difficult in 
primarily action stories. .

• The reader is engaged regardless of the 
author’s basic platform. 

The Best of Both



• Engagement is best addressed through a 
combination of action and interpersonal 
(character development and interaction). 

• Excessive focus on either extreme lacks 
engagement

• My personal preference leans towards 
the interpersonal (easier to build 
characters curves and engage the reader 
into the character’s essence).  

Summary

Suspense
Drama

Theme
Character Dev

Engagement



I prefer to begin with 
a MindMaster outline

• Book Title
• Book Chapters
• Chapter Scenes
• Details

My Writing Process

Venus Community

1-Slums (Jan - wk 1) 

2-Assault (Jan - wk 2-3)

3-Iran Attack (Jan - wk 4)

4- Political Unrest (Feb - wk1)

5-VC Announcement (Feb-wk2-4)

7-Support (Mar - all)

8-Political Survival (Apr- all)

9-The Vote (May - wk1)

10- VCs First days wk10

11-Turmoil & Revolt  Wk10-14

14-clean up wk19-20

15-VC turmoil wk21-26

16-Tours - wk27

17-evolution in America - wk28

18-Internation VCs wk30

19-Internation situation wk 40+

20-Life in the VC wk40+

21-Vote#2 wk52+

22-Planet Proxima

23-Haven

24-Fanallie

A Beer

Commitment

Mitchell, Henosis, Richard, Sandy Slum bar

Same

Revenge

Recovery

Dilemma

Rule of Law

Israel to White House

Iran Attacks Israel 

Saudi Attack Iran

Bar Dinner

MN Riots

Political / Economic Turmoil

ANC Interview (Jeffery)

President, William, House & Senate Leaders

VC Announcement

Public Reaction

Political Reaction

Attempted Homicide

Richard, Sandy, gang

Richard, Sandy, daugher, Mitchell, Beth, Henosis

Richard, Sandy, Mitchell, Henosis

Richard, Sandy, Gang, Henosis, Mitchell Warehouse trial

Mitchell's White House Residence

Secret Hospital 

slums street

Slum bar

Pres, William

Pres, William, PM Liberman

Pres, William, Mitchell, PM Liberman, Young Man

above

Pres, William, Mitchell, Beth, PM Liberman

Michael, Susan, Paul, Elizabeth

Above 

Jeffery, Michele, Jason

President, William

George, Sanda 

Jane & gang, Alice, Alex 

Wife, disabled husband

Husband, wife

Banker, wife

Leader Schneider, 2 others

Mitchell, Beth, Stephnanie, Venus, MedX, Henosis

Michael & Susan Involved

Governor on Board

elite are concerned

military readiness

President's Cabinet Meeting

Impeachment

Public Support Protest

Senate Vote

ANC - Vote night, project summary

Address to Nation - immediate benefits, 1 yr transistion

WH Bar - get ready for hell

Campaign paid off - open Sierra project

Governor, with Legislature

Governor on SS

Tour of Deluth

Michael, Susan 

George, Sandra, Water Work shipyward, homeless place, bar

Home vote night, call from Pres and Sierra

governor, Henk Minnonapolis Legislator, Dinner afterwards with wives

Governor only Minnonapolis conference hall

Sierra in Turmoil

Obstinate to the End

Sierra Transition

Enterprise Sierra

12- Institutional Panic wk15-18

Political approve of martial law

military plan unfolds

Stituation room

The Military coup

aid to Congress

Fate of Perpetrators

clean up

gun collection

Family Court

VC correction centre

Disrupters

ANC - America in Transition

Disruptive Neighbors

Civil Disruption

Drug and addition abuse

ANC - correction community

Address to nation - 1/2 through

Social with Russia, Germany, England, Botswana, Finland

Russia disbands military and results

VC election, Russian and Ukraine

Farms

Medical 

Education

Protest to become VCs

political summit

Agree to another vote VC pilot complete

Municipal affairs

china attacks the Russia

conflict between countries continues

Environment no longer and issue

trade between nations grinds to a halt

Ball game

arts

life at home

holiday - two couples

Address to nation - VC complete

business termoil

vote night

bar session

tribe under attack

Venus connection

Defence strategy - we are coming

social (all VC countries)

Review of the startship project

Earth Defense from enemy - status

Butswana scene - while on holiday Chobe Savanna Lodge

President, Mitchell, and Henosis at the Haven

enemy approaching

13- Military Might wk18 

order to attack

the night before

D-Day

the invasion

Cessation

Above, & Serena / Edward Bar scene, fight, future

breakfast on politics/economics

oval office 

Situation Room

Washington bar, review status

Riot - Mn Legislative Grounds

Mn Hospital, park to discuss problem

Oval Office

LA ANC Studio

Michele, Jeffery, Jason, Stephanie Pub across the street

White House Press Room - a Wed, 2 d delivery, weekend for reaction

Deluth (Water Works) - President on TV

Deluth (Gov workers), day 2-3 in a bar

Deluth (disabled, needs operation), day 4 at home

Deluth (old poor retired couple, day 5 at home 

Deluth (wealthy banker), day 6 in masion

Washington (lunch, overthrow Pres),  1 wk later

Haven, the same day

President, William, Dr. Mitchell, Henosis, Beth Short scene in bar - wrap up

Surprise Dinner Mitchell, Henosis, Lillian, Beth, President, William, Sandy, Richard Mitchell's Blair House

Payback Henosis, Mitchell, assassins Washington (warehouse, punishment), a week later

Henosis, Mitchell, Beth, Venus Washington (park attack), week 2



My Writing Process



I prefer yWriter to prepare the detailed outline

My Writing Process



I find it easier to stay focused

My Writing Process



Last step is the actual writing in Word

My Writing Process



Are you concerned about the future of humanity?  Have you given 
thought to the sustainability of liberal democracy, the capitalistic 
and economic models, societal structures, the environment, and the 
earth's ability to support exponential population growth?  Are you 
wishing for a better future but have doubts as to how this might 
happen?   The series are based on the author’s new genre – one that 
bridges nonfiction into fictional potentialities for a better future

Henosis is the driving momentum for the integration of humans and 
his next generation species.  He is the bridge between current 
technology and social structures to a new societal model where all 
humans have the ability to enjoy a good life free of fear and violence.  
He is the benevolent force required to overcome the current crushing 
resistance to needed social, economic and political reform.  He, 
along with his human advisory team, take us on a multi-book journey 
through his evolution, the struggles to overcome resistance to 
change through to the ultimate challenge of defeating one of his own 
species. 



Karl Buchner is concerned with the unimpeded rapid 
growth of technology extending beyond rational long-
term decision making in the best interests of humanity.  
He has enjoyed a vast experiential background in 
education, technology, economics, and business 
development through domestic and international 
positions and consulting.  His academics include 
Education, Computing Science, Honors Math / Physics, 
Geology, Geophysics and Petrophysics.  
. 

The Author




